ABLOY® HIGH SECURITY RIM LOCKS

ABLOY® RIM LOCKS employ the unique ABLOY® detainer disc cylinder technology that provides superior master-keying possibilities and enable keying of different product types in single master-key-system.
ABLOY® RIM LOCK CASES

The functions of the new lock cases are the same as in earlier versions. Bolt deadlocks automatically when door is closed. Bolt throw 20 mm. Bolt can be latched by depressing it into the lock case. Bolt is released by depressing it further and turning thumbturn simultaneously. **The new lock cases are available only with brushed black nickel finish. Thumbturn only in bright chrome.**

**LOCK CASE ABLOY®RI211**
General rim lock case which is used on house doors and apartment doors, storeroom doors etc.

Also available
**LOCK CASE ABLOY®RI212**
Lock case for twin cylinder outside.
Bolt 14 mm.

**LOCK CASE ABLOY®RI213**
Lock case for fire doors (max. 60 minutes).
Bolt 14 mm.

**MATERIALS**
Lock case and thumbturn of zinc. Bolt of brass.

**Available with key systems**
**ABLOY® PROTEC (CY053N, CY054N)**
**ABLOY® NOVEL (CY053U, CY054U)**
**ABLOY® CLASSIC (5190C, CY054C)**

**MATERIALS**
Cylinders CY053 and 5190C of brass. Cylinder CY054 of case hardened steel.

**KEEPS**
RI410
RI411

**STRIKER PLATES**
RI401
RI402
For outward opening doors. Material: steel.

---

*Abloy Oy is one of the leading manufacturers of locks, locking systems and architectural hardware and the world’s leading developer of products in the field of electromechanical locking technology.*

*ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.*